In 1664, Marin Cureau de La Chambre (1594–1669; Fig. 1) made an observation in his book, *Système de l’Âme* (System of the Soul), that remains a driver of neuroscience research today: “The mind of man, so vain and superb, must experience a strange confusion upon realizing that he who is destined to know all things, and who believes himself to know most things in the world, has no knowledge of what he is, nor of what he does, nor of how he goes about it. He arrives at a conception, he judges, he reasons; in a word, he thinks; nevertheless, he would not be able to say what thought is, nor how he thinks” [1].

After a brief overview of his life as a courtier and man of influence, the aim here is to show how his philosophical thinking, which often set him at odds with the thinkers and physicians of his day, was significant enough to qualify him as a neuropsychology pioneer alongside René Descartes (1596–1650), whose ideas, in fact, he did not share.

1. **Chair 36**

Valentin Conrart (1603–1675), one of the initial members of the Académie Française and its first Secrétaire Perpétuel, was in need of a physician philosopher to complete the official roll of the nascent institution, which had been created by decree of the politician Armand Jean du Plessis, Cardinal Richelieu (1585–1642). On 4 December 1634, Conrart chose Marin Cureau de La Chambre, who became the first occupant of Chair 36 and the first physician academician (the Académie Française...
comprises 40 co-opted members who hold their offices for life, and each member occupies his own specific chair). At the time, Cureau de La Chambre had only written a preface, and the book in question, a collection of interpretations of hippocratic aphorisms by Gérard Denisot (?1515–1595), was limited to just a small circle of readers [2]. The preface, one of his only texts written in Latin, is a mixture of various philosophies and has a curious title: ‘Nouvelles pensées sur les causes de la lumière, du désbordement du Nil, et de l’amour d’inclination’ (New thoughts on the causes of light, the overflow of the Nile, and on love based on inclination) [3]. Nevertheless, Cureau de La Chambre “quickly established a brilliant reputation by his vast knowledge and his spiritual charm” [4]. To attain prominence in society, he knew how to flatter, such as when he dedicated Conjectures sur la digestion in 1636: “I daresay that nature revealed to me treasures which she had always wished to hide, as if she knew of my plan to present them to you, and sought the honour of disclosing herself before the greatest man she would ever behold” [5].

As an academician, Cureau de La Chambre was a member of an elite referred to as ‘les immortels’ (the immortals), although this did not serve to perpetuate the memory of his medical–psychological thinking among physicians. On the other hand, his philosophical debates with, for instance, Descartes ensured his lasting legitimacy among philosophers, as evidenced by an early tribute by Jean Chapelain (1595–1674) in 1669: “He is an excellent philosopher and his writings are pure of language, exact of design, elaborate of ornament, and subtle of reasoning” [6]. Pierre Bayle (1647–1706) was no less effusive, declaring Cureau de La Chambre to be “the finest French writer amongst physicians” [7].

2. From the province of Maine to the court of King Louis XIII

Cureau de La Chambre was born a commoner and this, along with the lack of parish registries, may explain the approximations as to his date and place of birth. He was probably born near Le Mans, in western France, in Saint-Jean d’Assé (or Saint Jehan d’Assée) around 1594 [8]. While there are many with the name of ’Cureau’ in the registries, he was the first to be known as ‘Cureau de La Chambre’, which suggests he was ennobled by King Louis XIII for services rendered. A 1646 notarized act describing the sale of land appears to confirm this: ‘Maître Marin Cureau de la Chambre, écuyer, sieur de La Chambre, conseiller du Roi, médecin ordinaire de sa Majesté et de la Grande Chancellerie’ (Master Marin Cureau, squire, Sieur of La Chambre, advisor to the King, physician of his Majesty and of the Royal Chancellery of France). The place named ‘La Chambre’, which Marin inherited from his father, was simply a large bourgeois dwelling in the middle of his village; the home was, however, spacious enough to be converted into a religious school for girls in 1835 [9]. La Chambre was thus an adjunct name that distinguished him within “l’innombrable tribu des Cureau” (the immense Cureau tribe), which included Cureau de Lambossière, Cureau de Roullée, Cureau de La Moustière and other place names. This adjunct name conferred ‘nobility of the robe’, as established by royal letters issued by King Louis XIII on 15 October 1640 [10].

After studying medicine at the Montpellier Faculté de Médecine, the reputation of which was far superior to its counterpart in Paris at the time, Cureau de La Chambre first practised medicine in Le Mans. In 1629, he married Marie Duchesne, the daughter of a physician who was part of a vast medical dynasty. “By allying himself with these tribes of physicians who had formed a powerful corporation through arranged marriages, Marin Cureau ensured for himself a successful career.” His first son, François (1630–1680), was born in Le Mans, and would also become a court physician and an academician [11].

Leveraging his medical relations in Le Mans and forging connections within the court of King Louis XIII, Cureau de La Chambre became an advisor to Pierre Séguier (1588–1672), president of the Parlement of Paris [12]. He quickly fell under Séguier’s protection and became his personal physician. He then brought his family to Paris and was never to return to the province of Maine. Pierre Séguier “wanted to keep Cureau de La Chambre in his immediate entourage, not only because he was an excellent physician, but also because he was a consummate philosopher and man of letters. Cardinal Richelieu was of the same opinion and held him in singular esteem” [13].

Cureau de La Chambre was unfailing in his devotion to Séguier, a magistrate and his powerful protector, for 35 years, living in a small residence contiguous with the south wing of Séguier’s sumptuous mansion—the Hôtel Séguier, formerly Hôtel de Bellegarde, built in 1612 and considerably enlarged by...
Séguier. After the death of his widow, it became the Hôtel des Femmes du Roi and housed the king’s mistresses. Situated on Rue de Grenelle Saint-Honoré in Paris (now 15 rue du Louvre) in the first arrondissement, at some point in the 18th century, it was razed to the ground. During this time, Séguier was appointed Gardien des Sceaux et Chancelier de France (Minister of Justice and Chancellor of France) in 1633. This made him the second highest official of the State. On 16 January 1635, Séguier became a member of the Académie Française, which had convened in his mansion from its very first sessions. He occupied Chair 16 and became the body’s protector in 1643, after the death of Richelieu [14]. Séguier died 3 years after his physician, at 84 years of age, which seems to justify his confidence in Cureau de La Chambre as a physician. As noted by Gédéon Tallemant des Réaux (1619–1692), “the Chancellor, though he is devout, enjoys the company of ladies, he pays his demoiselles with payable orders, but as his loins trouble him sometimes, La Chambre treats him with authority and is worthy of trust” [15].

As Médecin de Monseigneur le Chancelier (Physician to Monseigneur the Chancellor), Cureau de La Chambre soon gained access, much to his delight, to the salons of Mademoiselle Madeleine de Scudéry (1607–1701) and of Madame Madeleine de Souvré, Marquise de Sable (1599–1678). These women were known as the ‘Précieuses’, to whom Molière’s mocking term, “Précieuses ridicules”, was not yet applicable. Their salons attracted writers, musicians and “beaux esprits”. A royal edict issued on 15 May 1635 created a medicinal garden, Le Jardin des Plantes Médicinales du Roy (The Royal Garden of Medicinal Plants) [16,17]. Three “pharmaceutical demonstrators and operators” were appointed. “By a one-time formal waiver”, which was indispensable for a graduate of the Montpellier medical school, one of these positions fell to Cureau de La Chambre. An ordinance tasked him with carrying out “visual and manual demonstrations for all surgical operations of any sort” [18]. While there is no trace of the classes he may have taught, according to Ernest-Théodore Hamy (1842–1908), the position held by Cureau de La Chambre more than 100 years before it was held by Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon (1707–1788), became the Chair of Anthropology [19] which, in 1855, Jean Louis Armand de Quatrefages de Bréau (1810–1892) was the first to hold.

3. A notable close to those in power

Cureau de La Chambre was accorded the honor of delivering Richelieu’s eulogy in 1642, an honor he owed to his connections with those in power, which was all the more reason for Richelieu’s successor, Cardinal Jules Raymond Mazarin (1602–1661, Giulio Raimondo Mazzarini) to place his trust in Cureau de La Chambre, as did also the superintendent of finances Nicolas Fouquet (1615–1680). Cureau de La Chambre successively wrote an epistle for each of these high-ranking men, which he included as a header in his books [18]. In May 1650, he bought the office of Physician to the King. Starting in 1664, Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619–1683) granted him the substantial pension promised by Fouquet, whose disgrace had cancelled the payment. Then, in 1666, Colbert appointed Cureau de La Chambre a member of the Académie des Sciences that he had newly created. While there is no documentation to indicate how involved Cureau de La Chambre was in the medical care of King Louis XIV, according to Pierre-Antoine de La Place (1707–1793), there was secret correspondence between the monarch and Cureau de La Chambre, who served more as advisor than physician. The king was still very young when La Fronde (a series of civil wars) took place, but he was nonetheless affected by the turpitudes of those wars. Because he trusted Cureau de La Chambre, who was his elder and also a skilled physiognomist (Fig. 2), the king always sought his counsel before appointing a position or function. As Cureau de La Chambre wrote in the preface to his 1660 book, L’art de connoistre les hommes (The art of understanding men): “Nature has not placed a window before the heart enabling it to see the thoughts and intentions of men” [20]. La Place claimed to have read the following in the correspondence between physician and king: “If I die before his Majesty, he is at risk of making many poor choices”, to which La Place added: “What is even more singular is that the accuracy of this prediction has apparently been borne out many times over” [21]. However, Cureau de La Chambre’s prestige was probably the result of his books, which are examined below in greater detail.

Cureau de La Chambre died on 29 December 1669 and was buried at a Paris church, Église Saint-Eustache, at the foot of one of its pillars. His sons had a white marble gravestone erected, ornamented with a bas-relief (Fig. 3). This gravestone was designed by Gian Lorenzo Bernini (known as Le Bernin,
1598–1680) and executed by Italian sculptor Jean-Baptiste Tuby (born Giambattista Tubi, 1635–1700) who, at the time, was highly esteemed by the royal court, where he worked with Antoine Coysevox (1640–1720).

Cureau de La Chambre was known in the royal court for his probity, a trait possessed by very few there. Guy Patin (1601–1672) paid him this tribute: “Master de La Chambre died at the age of 73; he was one of the first and most eminent members of the Académie Française not only because of his doctrine, which until that point, had been formulated in a barbarous Latin, almost constantly inaccessible for most readers, such that our author is worthy of thanks for having broken with an outdated tradition” [23]. One of the first to benefit from this innovation was Descartes. Cureau de La Chambre’s book paved the way for him; one year after its publication, in 1637, Descartes published his famous Discours de la méthode [25]. Yet, in 1665, Cureau de La Chambre made an exception to his own rule: while preparing a new reading of Hippocrates and Aristotle to be submitted to the Paris medical school “for its edification”, he resorted to writing it in Latin [26].

In keeping with the title Nouvelles conjectures sur le digestion (New conjectures on digestion), Cureau de La Chambre developed, but did not attempt to prove, a theory that can be considered chemical: “Since Spirits have a dissolvent virtue, due to their acuity and subtlety, by which they penetrate and seep into foodstuffs, by which they separate the different parts, refine coarse material, liquify solid material […]” [5]. In other words, digestion involves the chemical fermentation of food, which is then converted into blood. Cureau de La Chambre’s clear-sighted vision of medicine is immediately apparent in his conclusions: “With regard to Medicine, it is common knowledge that managing medical action is fraught with difficulties, that disorders for which the true causes are unknown and numerous, and that the remedies used to treat them offer little assurance” [5].

Cureau de La Chambre also set himself apart from the University by defying Guy Patin who, in turn, counted him “among the circulators”, due to his acceptance of the recent theory of blood circulation advanced by William Harvey (1578–1667). As Cureau de La Chambre wrote: “We do not wish to fight against this circulation, and although it involves significant difficulties, one can nonetheless ascertain that it is veritable, and that it in fact occurs, even if it does not do so in the manner in which they say it does” [20].

4. A selection of his writings: modernity and traditions

Cureau de La Chambre’s correspondence bears witness to his desire to innovate and give free range to discussion. This set him at odds with the scholasticism taught at universities, based as it was on the immutable dogmas of ancient authors. He was not afraid “of reproach if new paths are sought, if other guides are chosen, or if Aristotle and Galen are abandoned entirely, as they abandoned those who proceeded them […] Philosophy and the world have become aged; what is called antiquity was a time of childhood and youth; after so many experiences and centuries of aging, it would be unreasonable to call on antiquity to speak as it had during its first years, or to allow it the weaknesses of the opinions held during those early times” [24].

In 1636, Cureau de La Chambre published his first work, Les conjectures sur la digestion [5], dedicated to Richelieu. He wrote in French, mocking Latin and those who used it: “Seeing this language as foreign and vagabond, which it is in every place, seeing it as dead, which it is, seeing it usurp the empire of science and literature, I have often imagined that Latin must be the shadow and the phantom of old tyrants, who rise from their tombs to triumph over the liberty of our speech and our thoughts” [5]. In fact, the gradual disappearance of publications in Latin, amounting to a break with university tradition, became acceptable once Cureau de La Chambre the Académicien (member of the Académie Française and the Académie des Sciences) had published his book: “The author wrote in French, discussing in everyday language those questions of science which, until that point, had been formulated in a barbarous Latin, almost constantly inaccessible for most readers, such that our author is worthy of thanks for having broken with an outdated tradition” [18].

In 1636, Cureau de La Chambre published his first work, Les conjectures sur la digestion [5], dedicated to Richelieu. He wrote in French, mocking Latin and those who used it: “Seeing this language as foreign and vagabond, which it is in every place, seeing it as dead, which it is, seeing it usurp the empire of science and literature, I have often imagined that Latin must be the shadow and the phantom of old tyrants, who rise from their tombs to triumph over the liberty of our speech and our thoughts” [5]. In fact, the gradual disappearance of publications in Latin, amounting to a break with university tradition, became acceptable once Cureau de La Chambre the Académicien (member of the Académie Française and the Académie des Sciences) had published his book: “The author wrote in French, discussing in everyday language those questions of science which, until that point, had been formulated in a barbarous Latin, almost constantly inaccessible for most readers, such that our author is worthy of thanks for having broken with an outdated tradition” [18]. One of the first to benefit from this innovation was Descartes. Cureau de La Chambre’s book paved the way for him; one year after its publication, in 1637, Descartes published his famous Discours de la méthode [25]. Yet, in 1665, Cureau de La Chambre made an exception to his own rule: while preparing a new reading of Hippocrates and Aristotle to be submitted to the Paris medical school “for its edification”, he resorted to writing it in Latin [26].

In keeping with the title Nouvelles conjectures sur le digestion (New conjectures on digestion), Cureau de La Chambre developed, but did not attempt to prove, a theory that can be considered chemical: “Since Spirits have a dissolvent virtue, due to their acuity and subtlety, by which they penetrate and seep into foodstuffs, by which they separate the different parts, refine coarse material, liquify solid material […]” [5]. In other words, digestion involves the chemical fermentation of food, which is then converted into blood. Cureau de La Chambre’s clear-sighted vision of medicine is immediately apparent in his conclusions: “With regard to Medicine, it is common knowledge that managing medical action is fraught with difficulties, that disorders for which the true causes are unknown and numerous, and that the remedies used to treat them offer little assurance” [5].

Cureau de La Chambre also set himself apart from the University by defying Guy Patin who, in turn, counted him “among the circulators”, due to his acceptance of the recent theory of blood circulation advanced by William Harvey (1578–1667). As Cureau de La Chambre wrote: “We do not wish to fight against this circulation, and although it involves significant difficulties, one can nonetheless ascertain that it is veritable, and that it in fact occurs, even if it does not do so in the manner in which they say it does” [20].

5. Emotions, ‘characters of the passions’ and ‘system of the soul’

Cureau de La Chambre’s second scientific work and his most well known, Les caractères des passions [27], was first published
in 1640, and would be revised and expanded over six successive editions until 1662 [28]. In this book, Cureau de La Chambre sought to “examine the passions, the virtues and the vices, the customs of peoples, the various inclinations of men, their temperaments, the traits of their faces; in a single word in which I claim to include that which in medicine, morality, and politics is the rarest and the most excellent”. Numerous authors writing about physiognomy copied from one another, starting in the 13th century and continuing into the 18th century with the famous work of Johann Kaspar Lavater (1740–1801). All of them hoped to provide the keys for transforming the perpetual mythic dream of determining another’s character, or even knowing another’s life, into objective data so that those who lied to improve their social position, particularly courtiers, could be unmasked. As for Cureau de La Chambre, he distanced himself from divinatory superstitious such as meteoscopy, developed by the Italian Gerolamo Cardano (1501–1576, Cardan in French) [29], “la phisionomie naturelle” or the chiromancy of Bartolomeo della Rocca (1467–1504) [30], and the chiromancy of the Italian Giambattista della Porta (1535–1615) [31].

These belief systems included such superstitions as believing that a man with a pointy nose was crafty like a fox. What set Cureau de La Chambre apart was the distinction he made between human behaviors and instincts (see below). He drew upon the work of Nicolas Coëffetroux (1574–1623) [32] and of Jean-François Senuault (1599–1672) [33], as well as the Tracté de la phisionsomie (Treatise of physiognomy) by Guy de La Brosse (1586–1641) [34], available only in manuscript form [35]. This manuscript was kept by Séguier himself in his mansion, which was reputed to hold the largest library in Paris at that time, second only to Mazarin’s [36]. In 1660, Cureau de La Chambre pursued his own approach with the publication of L’art de connoistre les Hommes [The art of understanding men] [20], in which he developed his notions of physiology. In 1665, he added Le système de l’âme [1] (The system of the soul), which contains chapters on memory that are still conceptually relevant today.

According to Cureau de La Chambre, thoughts were no longer to be read in the wrinkles of the face (meteoscopy), but rather in the expression of individual behaviors and reactions with which one responds to different situations. These expressions were physiognomic signs or ‘passions’, and can be considered the precursors of psychological concepts [37]. The physician Jean Brouat (1558–1616) expressed his own esteem and that of his contemporaries for Cureau de La Chambre: “Your books teach me every day that your understanding of what happens inside of ourselves is too perfect for me to dare attempt anything else but to compliment you [9] You have given us in these works a library of Nature, a Mirror that speaks of man, both inside and out [9] By the strength of your Characters, man’s heart, this industrious Proteus that becomes its own abyss when it tries to hide itself, appears so naively on the face that it can no longer disguise the natural Intelligence between heart and visage. That is where Love and Hate, Pain and Joy, Gentleness and Cruelty, Courage and Fear, that is where all Passions are portrayed in their natural state” [38].

While Cureau de La Chambre was innovative in his use of French and his preference for objective examination over divinatory practices, he continued to pledge allegiance to the philosophy of Aristotle (384 BCE–AD 322) to explain the physiology of the behaviors he described, including, for example, the movement of “des esprits animaux” (animal spirits) and “des Humeurs” (humors) [39]. The ‘animal spirits’ that circulate in the blood and nerves are subtle bodies, aerial or igneous, almost incorporeal and, thus, are the links between soul and body. They are instruments of organic function because they hold natural heat, and this explains why they are instruments of the soul in the movement of the passions, although such finalistic and circular reasoning was rejected by Descartes. Cureau de La Chambre based his thinking on the extraction by chemists of subtle parts from certain bodies, resulting in spirit of ‘nitre’ and spirit of wine, the products of distillation. Walther Riese (1890–1976) saw Cureau de La Chambre’s thinking as “medical understanding that combines physiological understanding and faith in a curious way” [40]. Once he had described and explained the corporeal expressions of the ‘passions’, Cureau de La Chambre situated their origins not in the brain, but rather in the heart (Fig. 4). “The movement of the Heart is for the Spirits, the movement of the Spirits is for the entire body. The heart moves to produce and conserve them; and they in turn move to communicate vital heat to all parts, to provide them with nourishment, and to transport the humors from place to place according to what the Soul deems necessary; this occurs with the Passions and with crises and other occurrences” [27].

Thus, ‘les esprits’ (the spirits) are instruments of the soul used without distinction for all functions that we would attribute to the nervous system, including physiognomic signs that “s’échouant sur le visage” (end up on the face as expressions). With the explanation for internal phenomena thus dispatched, thereby obscuring the epistemological obstacles ‘des esprits’ (of spirits) present in either the blood or nerves, primacy is given to visible, external manifestations [41]: “What is certain is that the body is altered and changed when the soul is moved, and the soul in all of her actions impresses the marks thereof on the body; these marks can be called the characters, because they are the effects of the soul, and they carry her image and contours. There are two appetites in man, the sensitive and the intellectual, the latter being the will. All actions of the sensitive appetite are called passions, to the extent that the soul is agitated by them and that the bodies perceptibly suffer and change in her movements.”

This explanation of the ‘passions’ can be understood as a physiological conceptualization of emotions: “The recognition of the object, the movement of the appetite that follows this recognition, and the feeling that the soul experiences” [27]—these phenomena can be understood as the perception that triggers recognition, the resulting autonomic nervous phenomena and conscious interpretation. Thus explained, the passions can be seen as similar to the premises of the theory developed independently between 1880 and 1890 by William James (1842–1910) and Carl Lange (1834–1900) [42], to which Antonio Damasio, Joseph E. Le Doux and Robert Plutchik returned in the 1990s, using such terms as ‘somatic markers’ of emotions [43]. Motor and somatosensory reactions associated with past emotional events are reactivated, consciously or unconsciously, when a new event occurs, with all its associated cognitive representations [44].
Cureau de La Chambre offered the following as justification: “These actions are common to soul and body, and medicine and moral philosophy must support one another to speak in an exact manner, whereas those who have wished to take up this matter have not been able to use both fields.” But being both a physician and a philosopher, Cureau de La Chambre could indeed draw upon both fields, unlike Descartes, at whom his words were subtly targeted [45]. In fact, the terms he used warrant a closer look. “Le corps” (the body) can be understood through interoception (emotions and the autonomic nervous system) [46], whereas the soul corresponds to what is felt and to affective expression or the psyche. The following explanation of laughter exemplifies the psyche: “For laughter, although it seems to be a particular effect of Joy, it does not always occur with her. And when it accompanies Joy, laughter does not owe its occurrence to Joy alone; there are other causes that play a role and excite in the soul an emotion other than pleasure. This is why we do not fear to call it a passion, as we do not consider the outer movement alone, what appears on the face, but also the movement that the soul suffers within.” The body has its own language, independent of speech and of any lie expressed by speech. Cureau de La Chambre provided keys for decoding this language objectively: “The causes and effects serve as signs for the art of which we speak.” He linked a physical, causal order with a semiotic, qualitative one, the true language of physiognomy [47]. He also noted that, “instead of demonstrations which do not exist in these matters, I have resorted to conjectures and probable reasons”.

6. Knowledge and memory

“Knowledge is the proper and only function of the sensitive soul and the reasonable soul, because feeling, conceiving of ideas, judging, and reasoning are nothing other than knowing” [27]. There is no knowledge without memory: “Memory is an abyss of which the capacity is limitless and without measure; the more it fills, the more space it has to hold whatever new comes to it. Memory never grows weary of receiving, and it can be considered among those things that never say ‘enough’” [1]. Like animals, human beings think and reason based on what they perceive. Perception precedes reasoning which, in turn, triggers action: “The sensitive soul is beneath the reasonable soul […] The actions of understanding start and are as sketches in the actions of the sensitive soul. Thus, it is that understanding comprehends things, which it judges, if it is aware of the consequences; this necessitates that something occurs in the Sensitive Soul that serves as a pencil for these actions, whereby certain images of this reasoning are recognizable” [48]. In addition, “a truth that must always be considered constant is that understanding and imagination always work together to form knowledge” [1].

But “how are memories made? What is the order and situation of Images that are preserved in the memory? How is it that we remember one image rather than another? How do we forget them? How do we remember forgetting them? Finally, has memory explained the manner in which the soul moves the body? What is the influence that the brain allows to flow through the nerves to give movement to the body’s parts? What is the purpose of the animal spirits? And this most admirable thing: how is the soul, unaware there are muscles, and knowing none of them, able to choose among them so precisely those appropriate to the movement she proposes, never erring in her choice, and never mistaking one for the other” [48]. All of these questions remain of interest today. Below are some of the answers that Cureau de La Chambre offers us.

“Knowledge is the proper and only function of the sensitive soul and the reasonable soul, because feeling, conceiving of ideas, judging, and reasoning are nothing other than knowing” [27]. There is no knowledge without memory: “Memory is an abyss of which the capacity is limitless and without measure; the more it fills, the more space it has to hold whatever new comes to it. Memory never grows weary of receiving, and it can be considered among those things that never say ‘enough’” [1]. Like animals, human beings think and reason based on what they perceive. Perception precedes reasoning which, in turn, triggers action: “The sensitive soul is beneath the reasonable soul […] The actions of understanding start and are as sketches in the actions of the sensitive soul. Thus, it is that understanding comprehends things, which it judges, if it is aware of the consequences; this necessitates that something occurs in the Sensitive Soul that serves as a pencil for these actions, whereby certain images of this reasoning are recognizable” [48]. In addition, “a truth that must always be considered constant is that understanding and imagination always work together to form knowledge” [1].

But “how are memories made? What is the order and situation of Images that are preserved in the memory? How is it that we remember one image rather than another? How do we forget them? How do we remember forgetting them? Finally, has memory explained the manner in which the soul moves the body? What is the influence that the brain allows to flow through the nerves to give movement to the body’s parts? What is the purpose of the animal spirits? And this most admirable thing: how is the soul, unaware there are muscles, and knowing none of them, able to choose among them so precisely those appropriate to the movement she proposes, never erring in her choice, and never mistaking one for the other” [48]. All of these questions remain of interest today. Below are some of the answers that Cureau de La Chambre offers us.

“Knowledge is the proper and only function of the sensitive soul and the reasonable soul, because feeling, conceiving of ideas, judging, and reasoning are nothing other than knowing” [27]. There is no knowledge without memory: “Memory is an abyss of which the capacity is limitless and without measure; the more it fills, the more space it has to hold whatever new comes to it. Memory never grows weary of receiving, and it can be considered among those things that never say ‘enough’” [1]. Like animals, human beings think and reason based on what they perceive. Perception precedes reasoning which, in turn, triggers action: “The sensitive soul is beneath the reasonable soul […] The actions of understanding start and are as sketches in the actions of the sensitive soul. Thus, it is that understanding comprehends things, which it judges, if it is aware of the consequences; this necessitates that something occurs in the Sensitive Soul that serves as a pencil for these actions, whereby certain images of this reasoning are recognizable” [48]. In addition, “a truth that must always be considered constant is that understanding and imagination always work together to form knowledge” [1].
more space there is to house images”. Moreover, Cureau de La Chambre’s thoughts about memory deficiencies resulting from disease strike a very contemporary note: “All of the images in the memory must be material, since disease erases them all.” But, he adds: “These images do not remain only in the head; they flow through every nerve, and in this way spread throughout the body.” Also, here is how he explained our concept of procedural memory: “Custom consists of several reiterated actions which leave in the powers a certain ease and promptitude to operate that these actions did not possess previously […] this is why one should not be surprised to have memory at one’s fingertips, which often replaces that of the head.” Memory is not fixed; it reorganizes itself. Mental images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the substrate of memory, “contract, extend, lengthen or shorten images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the deposit of the head.” Memory is not fixed; it reorganizes itself. Mental images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the substrate of memory, “contract, extend, lengthen or shorten images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the deposit of the head.”

Memory is not fixed; it reorganizes itself. Mental images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the substrate of memory, “contract, extend, lengthen or shorten images, which Cureau de la Chambre considered the deposit of the head.”

In addition to the auditory messages produced by animals, they are also capable of behavioral language. Indeed, Cureau de la Chambre’s comparison of animal language with human language led to a long discussion on speech, which he defines by criteria more fundamental than simple auditory articulation. His treatise became a source of inspiration for Nicolas Malebranche (1638–1715) in his book De la recherche de la vérité. Où l’on traite de la nature de l’esprit de l’homme, & de l’usage qu’il en doit faire pour éviter l’erreur dans les sciences (On the search for truth, which deals with the nature of the mind of man, and its proper use to avoid error in the sciences) published in 1674: “Nothing is more evident than the fact that all creatures are particular beings and that reason is universal and shared by all minds.” The underlying debates, recurring over the centuries, and Cureau de La Chambre’s Discours de l’amitié et de la haine qui se trouvent entre les animaux (On the friendship and hatred
found among animals) [53], also justify placing him amongst the initiators of ethology.

7. By way of conclusion

Cureau de La Chambre explored numerous themes in his flamboyant and multiform works in which joy, sadness, language and pain are notable examples. The autonomic nervous system was not unknown to him: “Do the body and the mind communicate between themselves the good and the ill that they feel? On this matter, the mind, which is the noblest and most excellent part of man, is also like the king of this little monarchy, paying attention to the most considerable things that occur and taking particular care with the body, as it is the instrument of most of the mind’s actions, and as it combines with the mind to produce a whole, the subsistence and conservation of which concerns the mind as much as its own.”

Yet, it is clear that the works of Descartes unfairly eclipsed those of this author [54]. Descartes disdained Cureau de La Chambre partly because of his close ties to the powerful and also because of his Aristotelianism. Cureau de La Chambre reworked a theory of the will and movement in living beings which he termed “the appetites” and which consisted of three degrees: the natural appetite in plants; the sensory appetite in animals; and the rational appetite, or will, in humans. Human beings combine these three appetites and, in this way, are superior to plants and animals; this also provides a vivid explanation for the global and diffuse soul that is active in all of its parts. Descartes proposed a conception of human beings whereby the material soul and immaterial soul are separate; this laid the groundwork for man as machine. The spiritual entity is pure thought. By contrast, movement, reproduction, sensory activity, speech and the passions are phenomena that reason can explain and are thus material, just as a machine is material. What separates the two conceptions is the problem, unsolvable for each, of explaining the interaction between soul and body.

Another of his contemporaries, Patin, also mocked Cureau de La Chambre: “The author speaks French very well, but aside from the purity of his style, he offers little more than babble: Vox, prœterea nihil; the voice and nothing else; such is the character of the Nightingale. The century will not leave these trifles to be admired” [55].

Setting these disparaging remarks aside, we nevertheless share the opinion of Jean-Louis Guez de Balzac (1597–1654), who described Cureau de La Chambre in the following terms in a letter dated 15 September 1645: “There is no corner or hiding place in the human mind that you have not explored; therein nothing is empty or secret enough to escape the subtlety of your vision, and of such things you bring news that is very faithful and assured. Once can thus say, without saying too much, that you are a philosopher ahead of others” [56].
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